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Equity and Trusts
2013

alastair hudson s equity and trusts is an ideal textbook for undergraduate courses on the law of trusts and equitable remedies it provides a clear current and comprehensive account of the subject
through which the author s enthusiasm and expertise shine through helping to bring to life an area of the law which students often find challenging fully updated and revised this seventh edition contains
an analysis of jones v kernott and trusts of homes a new treatment of dishonest assistance and unconscionable receipt a full treatment of the law on super injunctions coverage of all of the trusts law
cases precipitated by the collapse of lehman brothers a reflection on women and equity and the politics of trusts law a new treatment of the hastings bass princip and analysis of over 200 new cases and
the perpetuities and accumulations act 2009 equity and trusts remains the most comprehensive and up to date coverage of the law of equity and trusts while still a lively and thoughtful account of the
issues raised by it this book has been cited as being authoritative in the courts of numerous countries the seventh edition is supported by a companion website which includes over 50 short podcast
lectures by the author discussing and clarifying key topics from within the book which cover an entire course a set of brief video documentaries filmed on location which provide context and bring to life
selected key topics a brief introductory video presentation from the author introducing the viewer to the subject of equity and trusts and to the book in particular

Understanding Equity & Trusts
2016-07-28

understanding equity trusts provides a clear accessible and lively overview of the main themes in this dynamic area of the law an ideal first point of entry to the subject or revision tool this book will give
you an invaluable grounding in all of the key principles of equity and the law of trusts if you need help with trusts law then this is the book for you this book covers all of the topics that a student reader
will encounter in any trusts law or equity course the text deals with express trusts resulting and constructive trusts the duties of trustees breach of trust and tracing commercial uses of trusts charities
equitable remedies and trusts of homes the law of trusts is built on simple basic principles the approach of this book is to lay foundations with an explanation of those principles before building towards
the more complex issues which are the focus of examinations in this subject the lively text includes a large number of straightforward examples to make the discussion of the general law more accessible

Principles of Equity and Trusts
2021-11-24

this is the second edition of principles of equity and trusts the concise new textbook from alastair hudson the author of the definitive classic equity and trusts through clear and careful analysis the author
explains what the law is its foundational principles and its social and economic effect by beginning with the core principles on which this field is based even the most complex academic debates
concerning express resulting and constructive trusts the family home charities law and other equitable doctrines become comprehensible and interesting this book offers a fresh lively and often humorous
account of equity and trusts through easy to follow worked examples and analysis of the case law alastair helps you to answer problem questions and to prepare coursework the author shows how the law
affects real people in real situations each chapter begins with a clear and concise introduction to the core principles it contains numbered headings for ease of navigation and advice on studying this
subject students also have access to professor hudson s ever popular supporting website which has had hundreds of thousands of hits over the years it has over 50 brief podcasts on key issues which
have been specially re recorded to coincide with the publication of this book that website also contains detailed lectures a variety of videos explaining the law and guidance on tackling assessments
characterised by the passion and enthusiasm for his subject matter that make alastair hudson s classic textbook so popular principles of equity and trusts is sure to be a winner with both academics and
students alike



Equity & Trusts
2003

this new edition considers all of the academic commentary governing the area of equity and trusts in particular the emerging law of restitution and the raft of new case law over the last decade as a
leading scholarly text and an invaluable resource for a student audience in particular there are essays on property and human rights law the problems of using trusts in international commercial
transactions the ordering of trusts within property law and obligations and the place of equity in social theory

Understanding Equity and Trusts
2014-08

understanding equity trusts provides an accessible readable and comprehensive overview of the main themes in this dynamic area of the law it will be of interest to students struggling to cope with the
increasingly complex field of trusts law and to those revising for exams

Great Debates in Equity and Trusts
2014-08-26

this textbook is an ambitious and engaging introduction to the more advanced writings on equity and trusts primarily designed to allow students to get under the skin of the topic and begin to build their
critical thinking and analysis skills each chapter is structured around key questions and debates that provoke deeper thought and ultimately a clearer understanding the aim of the book is therefore not to
present a complete overview of theoretical issues in equity and trusts but rather to illustrate the current debates which are currently going on among those working in shaping the area the text features
summaries of the views of notable experts on key topics and each chapter ends with a list of guided further reading

Trusts of Homes
2017-03-17

this brand new collection from one of the leading names in equity and trusts scholarship combines carefully selected extracts from both primary sources and secondary literature with clear explanations
of the law and thoughtful guiding commentary alastair hudson s lively and engaging style helps students navigate their way through the leading cases judgments and legislation and to critically engage
with points of academic debate and policy review the book identifies and develops the major prevailing themes within equity and trusts focusing on financial and commercial issues surrounding fiduciary
parties the burgeoning case law centred around trusts and the family home following the court of appeal s decision in jones v kernott 2011 and case law arising from the charities acts of 2006 and 2011
these themes are considered and tied together at the end of the book each chapter contains a clear introductory summary of the principles and the issues relating to each topicextracts from the leading
cases with endnotes in the extracts to pull out key ideasextracts from dissenting opinions together with links between extracts and the journal literature and policy documentsproblem questions with
skeleton model answersthematic summaries and cross references to facilitate essay writingsupported by a full range of podcasts and video as well as links to alastair hudson s online teaching materials
text cases and materials on equity and trusts really is the complete teaching and learning resource for this complex and often challenging course provided by publisher



Equity and Trusts
1995

equity and trusts is an ideal choice for all undergraduate and gdl students looking for a comprehensive yet accessible textbook on this complex area of law the author s clear writing style plentiful
explanations and focus on modern case law demystify difficult concepts and help to bring the subject to life equity and trusts is shown to be a live growing and developing subject with an important
historical underpinning that ensures students gain a sound grasp of key material and understand both its history and current application clearly written and easy to use equity and trusts enables students
to fully engage with the topic and gain a profound understanding of this fundamental area the routledge spotlights series brings a modern contemporary approach to the core curriculum for the llb and
gdl which will help students move beyond an understanding of the law refine and develop the key skills of problem solving evaluation and critical reasoning which are essential to exam success discover
sources and suggestions for taking your study further by focusing on recent case law and real world examples routledge spotlights will help you shed light on the law understand how it operates in
practice and gain a unique appreciation of the contemporary context of the subject companion website routledge com cw spotlights this book is supported by a range of online resources developed to
support your learning keep you up to date and to help you prepare for assessments

Text, Cases and Materials on Equity and Trusts
2018

this new edition of the law of trusts provides comprehensive and fully updated coverage of both the general principles and the application of trust law in specific areas of legal contexts

Equity and Trusts
2015-12-22

key facts key cases equity trusts will ensure you grasp the main concepts of your equity trusts module with ease this book explains the facts and associated case law for the nature of a trust the creation
of express private trusts and purpose trusts constitution of trusts types of trust secret protective and discretionary resulting and constructive and charitable trusteeship and the powers and duties of
trustees varying trusts breach of trust and available remedies key facts key cases is the essential series for anyone studying law at llb postgraduate and conversion courses the series provides the
simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain all of the material essential for passing your exams each chapter includes diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise key points structured
headings and numbered points to allow for clear recall of the essential points charts and tables to break down more complex information chapters are also supported by a key cases section which
provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and memorise essential cases needed for exam success essential and leading cases are explained the style layout and explanations are user
friendly cases are broken down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for quick and easy visual recognition

The Law of Trusts
2010-03-25

first published in 2001 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company



Equity and Trusts
2013-12-17

understanding equity trusts provides an accessible readable and comprehensive overview of the main themes in this dynamic area of the law it will be of interest to students struggling to cope with the
increasingly complex field of trusts law and to those revising for exams

Equity & Trusts
2003

key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law including llb ilex and post graduate conversion courses the key facts series provides the simplest and most effective way for you to absorb
and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams effortlessly key features include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise the key points structured heading levels to allow for clear recall
of the main facts charts and tables to break down more complex information new to these editions is an improved text design making the books easier to read and the facts easier to retain key facts
books are supported by the website unlockingthelaw co uk where you will find extensive revision materials including mcqs and key q as

Principles of Equity & Trusts (Aus) 2/e
2013-03-04

equity and trusts has quickly established itself as a market leader due to it clarity insight and accessibility in what is perhaps the most complex of legal areas hudson s scholarly account of the subject
makes this text sufficiently authoritative for trust practitioners but also provides a comprehensible introduction for a student audience as in previous editions the traditional doctrines are analyzsed in the
context of current issues and the book s progressive approach intersperses discussion of the core ideas with clear examples this fourth edition has been extensively rewritten and includes new chapters
on understanding the trust certainty in the creation of express trusts the rights of beneficiaries and the beneficiary principle formalities in the creation of express trusts constructive trusts breach of trust
miscellaneous equitable remedies individual essays on the nature of express trusts the law on fiduciaries family law human rights law and equity draw together the main principles while examining
related questions of restitution and social justice this book is essential reading for all those seeking a modern approach to this crucial area of law

Understanding Equity & Trusts
2008

思いやりの深かった妻が 夫の 情事 のために突然神経に異常を来たした 狂気のとりことなって憑かれたように夫の過去をあばきたてる妻 ひたすら詫び 許しを求める夫 日常の平穏な刻は止まり 現実は砕け散る 狂乱の果てに妻はどこへ行くのか ぎりぎりまで追いつめられた夫と妻の姿を生々しく描き 夫婦の絆とは何か 愛とは何かを底の底まで見据えた凄絶な人間記録

Key Facts Equity & Trusts, Third Edition
2013-02-01

understanding company law is a lively introduction to the key principles of the companies act 2006 and modern company law it takes a unique approach to the subject which also encompasses the



important and growing fields of securities regulation corporate governance and corporate social responsibility this book covers all of the key topics that a student reader will encounter in any company
law course the discussion presents the key principles simply before guiding the reader through the more complex issues that are often the focus of examinations in this subject it also offers pathways into
further reading while injecting enjoyment back into the topic in understanding company law professor hudson provides a straightforward guide to the law while providing context detailed analyses of the
leading cases and no little humour the second edition covers key recent changes and developments in company law both case law and statutory including two recent supreme court decisions on piercing
the corporate veil vtb capital plc v nutritek international corp and others and prest v petrodel resources limited others and an analysis of the conservative government s green paper on corporate
governance online support visit the author s website at alastairhudson com to find podcasts of specially recorded lectures covering the basic principles and an audiobook version of this text

Equity and Trusts
2005

this new edition considers all of the academic commentary governing the area of equity and trusts in particular the emerging law of restitution and the raft of new case law over the 1990s it is suitable
both as a sholarly reference and as a resource for students

死の棘
1981

the law of finance aims for the first time in a single volume to account for the whole of international finance as understood in english law the volume is divided into two halves with section one considering
the principles of the law of finance and section two considering the full range of modern financial techniques in their legal context

Understanding Company Law
2017-07-06

understanding equity trusts provides an accessible readable and comprehensive overview of the main themes in this dynamic area of the law it will be of interest to students struggling to cope with the
increasingly complex field of trusts law and to those revising for exams

Equity & Trusts
2014-05-27

this textbook is an ambitious and engaging introduction to the more advanced writings on equity and trusts primarily designed to allow students to get under the skin of the topic and begin to build their
critical thinking and analysis skills each chapter is structured around key questions and debates that provoke deeper thought and ultimately a clearer understanding the aim of the book is therefore not to
present a complete overview of theoretical issues in equity and trusts but rather to illustrate the current debates which are currently going on among those working in shaping the area the text features
summaries of the views of notable experts on key topics and each chapter ends with a list of guided further reading



Equity and Trusts (24-6003-00L)
2016

本書は 国際的にもっとも注目をされている約30人のアーティストによるファッション イラストレションの最新作を一堂に集めた 16カ国にも及ぶアーティストを 3つのジャンルに分けて紹介する 紹介されている作品は 特別な描き降ろし作品をはじめ 作家秘蔵の作品 そして 世界のトップ ファッション雑誌に掲載された作品など 巻末にはアーチストの略歴やコンタクト
情報を 各アーティスト自らが描いたセルフ ポートレートとともに紹介している

Equity & Trusts (77-505131 & 77-601476)
2019

examines the conflicts between the attitudes of traditional trust lawyers and the proponents of the emerging principle of restitution of unjust enrichment in particular it considers developments in these
areas and their ramifications for commercial and financial contracts the book analyzes the case of westdeutsche v islington lbc and its ramifications on the swaps markets the book also advances the
thesis that claims in relation to restitution of money arising in relation to financial transactions ought to be found on a notion of suitability

The Law of Finance
2009

in recent years english case law has begun to acknowledge that there are special considerations open to trustees of multinational investment funds which do not apply to the trustees of family trust funds
and vice versa this book examines how english law has begun to understand the special status of the investment fund and considers the ways in which the law might develop in the future its
comprehensive coverage includes the legal personality of investment funds disclosure of information relating to fund members and financial services act regulation of investment funds it also deals in
detail with mutual funds pension funds insurance company funds unit trusts hedge funds and general investment asset management funds

Understanding Equity and Trusts
2013

new essays by leading figures from the judiciary practicing lawyers and academics illuminating the worlds of trusts and wealth management

Great Debates in Equity and Trusts
2014-08-26

tax treaty law and eu tax law in connection with hybrid entities hybrid entities have traditionally been used as an avenue for international tax planning and extending benefits under tax treaties to such
entities has been a source of controversy for many years now although the oecd partnership report provided solid policy footing on this issue there was still no common legal basis that countries could
rely on for such positions the increasing focus of countries towards the curbing of tax avoidance and abuse involving hybrid mismatch arrangements culminated in a specific action plan in the beps
project being dedicated to the design of domestic rules and the development of treaty provisions that would neutralize the tax effects of such arrangements this volume provides an in depth analysis of



various aspects of this topic it is divided into two parts the first dealing exclusively with tax treaty issues arising in connection with hybrid entities and the second dealing with eu tax law issues
surrounding hybrid entities the former part comprises chapters analysing how tax treaties have historically dealt with this issue with a focus on domestic court jurisprudence the positions in the oecd and
the un model conventions the developments that have come about owing to the beps project and the impact of several existing measures regimes and vehicles on these tax treaty provisions the latter
part comprises chapters on how hybrid entities are dealt with under primary eu law under various secondary law directives including the newly enacted anti tax avoidance directives and an analysis of
policy solutions offered in this direction

ファッション・イラストレーション・ナウ
2000-11-25

急激なグローバル化の波は近年 シアトル ジェノヴァ メルボルン ソウルなど世界の主要都市で imf wtoや世界銀行の会議のつど反対デモを引き起こしてきた 本書は その複合的な諸過程 諸活動 矛盾と対立をはらむ力学の解明を目指す 国際分業つまり労働と権力の分割 移住 貧困の実態 新リージョナリズムの動向 各地での反応の位相を検討して 包括 と 排除 のシンド
ロームを明らかにする ポランニー グラムシ ブローデルに依拠し 東部アジアと南部アフリカを中心に100以上の地域での調査を踏まえて 抵抗の文化と 新自由主義の倫理とグローバル化の精神 をも問う

Swaps, Restitution, and Trusts
1999

株式市場の法則を求めて格闘する学者 実務家たちの歴史ドラマ リスク ゴールド の著者による全米ベスト ロングセラー待望の普及版

The Law on Investment Entities
2000

derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of the law of property in hungary deals with the issues related to rights and interests in all kinds of
property and assets immovable movable and personal property how property rights are acquired fiduciary mechanisms and security considerations lawyers who handle transnational disputes and other
matters concerning property will appreciate the explanation of specific terminology application and procedure an introduction outlining the essential legal cultural and historical considerations affecting
property is followed by a discussion of the various types of property further analysis describes how and to what extent legal subjects can have or obtain rights and interests in each type the coverage
includes tangible and intangible property varying degrees of interest and the various ways in which property is transferred including the ramifications of appropriation expropriation and insolvency facts
are presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance the book includes ample references to
doctrine and cases as well as to relevant international treaties and conventions its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable
time saving tool for any practitioner faced with a property related matter lawyers representing parties with interests in hungary will welcome this very useful guide and academics and researchers will
appreciate its value in the study of comparative property law

Trusts and Modern Wealth Management
2018-05-31

complete equity and trusts provides a blend of explanatory text cases and materials making it ideal for students new to the subject in this student centred and approachable text complex topics are
explained clearly and succinctly



Hybrid Entities in Tax Treaty Law
2020-09-03

the law and regulation of finance provides a comprehensive account of the law of finance covering every major financial market including foreign exchange stock lending and repos this book provides an
in depth overview of the derivatives and securities regulation

グローバル化シンドローム
2002-06

the essays in this collection examine the conceptual notions of property and obligations in law ideas of property and of obligations are central organising concepts within law but are nevertheless liable to
fragmentation and esoteric development when applied in particular contexts in particular this collection focuses on the ways in which those concepts are applied to commercial law land law human rights
law intellectual property law the law of restitution company law and legal theory this is a challenging and progressive collection of essays which cohere into an extensive examination of private law

証券投資の思想革命
2006-12-14

あの夏 ニューヨークはおしゃれで 華やかに輝いていた でも 19歳の私はガラスの覆いに閉じこめられ 心は不思議に虚ろだった 30歳で自ら死を選んだ詩人シルヴィア プラスの自伝的小説

Property and Trust Law in Hungary
2021-09-20

Equity & Trusts
2013-06-13

The Law and Regulation of Finance
2013



New Perspectives on Property Law
2013-03-04

山形大学紀要
2004

The British National Bibliography
2009

政治学
1951
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